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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
UMF Medical Partners with Amazon Business to Supply Emergency Beds in
Response to COVID-19
JOHNSTOWN, PA – September 15, 2020 – UMF Medical, a leading manufacturer of
power exam tables and procedure chairs, partnered with Amazon Business to supply
emergency beds, cots and mattresses in response to the COVID-19 pandemic.
The UMF Medical Emergency Medical Bed & Mattress Set on Amazon Business is ideal for
quick, efficient setup and teardown in emergent situations and disaster relief. These
beds/cots have been used in medical-field hospitals, such as the Javits Center and private
hospitals throughout the United States. The set includes 20 frames, legs and mattresses.
Items are sold in bulk units for easy transport, unpacking, set-up and storage.
“Our goal was to provide emergency beds to meet the immediate demand created by the
pandemic, and Amazon Business invited us to use their platform to reach that market,” said
Eileen Melvin, President & CEO for UMF Medical. “These are unprecedented times, and we’re
in this together.”
The comfort-spring, platform bed frame is made of powder-coated steel, has a 350-lb
patient weight capacity, and requires minimal, tool-free assembly and disassembly. The 17inch frame height allows easy access for a varied patient population and 15 inches of under
bed storage for medical equipment and supplies.
The Bruin-Tuff MMT Healthcare 4-inch mattress is tear and stain resistant, fluid proof and
easily decontaminated.
For more information on UMF Medical and its made-in-the-USA products, please visit
www.UMFMedical.com or call UMF Medical Customer Service at 814-266-8726.
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UMF Medical is a trusted manufacturer of innovative exam room equipment for physician’s
offices, hospitals and clinics around the world. Headquartered in Johnstown, PA since 1956,
UMF Medical is a Women’s Business Enterprise, helping providers meet rapidly changing
healthcare needs. Recently named Exporter of the Year by the U.S. Small Business
Administration, UMF Medical’s world-class exam room solutions include exam tables and
chairs, procedure chairs, casework, mobile cabinets, physician stools and chairs, stainless
steel instrument tables, IV poles, bassinets and cabinets.
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